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Born in France (to American and French parents), I have lived in France and the USA and am
working for a British financial institution based in London
Father of Sienna (8years old), a Club member and young tennis player
French Medical Doctorate
MC from 2002 to 2006.
Member of the Tennis Section from 2007 to present

Having graduated a Doctorate in Aix-Marseille University with Oral Surgery specialisation, I joined the SAC in 2001 with my
American wife Barbara and it was then that I started to play tennis seriously.
I joined the Management Committee in 2002 and was responsible for bar and restaurant restructuring. I also helped to set up
the SARP Committee (Standard Athletic Renovation Project) which was designed to create a bridge between Club members,
Club employees and the MC members in charge of the works at the time.
From October 2007 up until now I have been a member of the Tennis Committee, supervising the renovation of courts 7 and 8
and in charge of all the grounds. In 2015 I brought a sponsor to the Club who, for €15000, provided the current system of
electronic tennis reservations and the screen, which replaced the old system of badges in use for the previous 20 years. We now have a detailed
plan to renovate court 3 and add a new technic of LED lights on courts 8 and 3. To do this we shall be working closely with the French Tennis
Federation.
VISION: We are a club, not a corporation or a political party, and the primary responsibility of every member of the MC is to act in the interests of
the Association.
THE CLUB has to:
. Regain its elegance, dignity and vitality, the role of the MC being to lead by example;
. Regain political and financial stability through frugal management, absolute honesty and transparency;
. Improve its product by investing primarily in sports and premises. With a better product we will find it easier to bring in new members and keep
existing ones;
. Create a cohesive community by holding more members’ events based on our incredible cultural diversity;
. Set up a strong volunteer group with a database of tasks, talents and areas of expertise;
. Strengthen the sports/activities sections with more support and involvement from the MC

